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Cam on Accepting Change, Working With Harry
Styles on New Album ‘The Otherside’
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The Nashville songwriter is in perpetual motion on her latest album, which features some of pop music’s
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Cam’s arrival in country music defied a lot of the usual stuffy Nashville conventions: her
first single “My Mistake” dealt frankly with the prospect of a one-night-stand and her
own pleasure, while her breakthrough hit “Burning House” was a rhythmically complex
ballad with no drums. The latter stood out in the best possible way in 2015, an
emotionally devastating and uncommonly empathetic song about a doomed relationship.
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It was a tough sell, even back then. Tough enough that it’s hard to imagine what it would
be like trying to do it in the midst of our dystopian present reality.
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“I don’t think anybody needs a ‘Burning House’ right now — we have a literal burning
house,” Cam says, calling from home in Nashville where she lives with her husband
Adam Weaver and daughter Lucy. “I think everyone needs the opposite.”
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Cam’s new album The Otherside (out October 30th) delivers on that front, slotting fizzy,
upbeat love songs like “Classic” alongside the romantic synth-pop of “’Til There’s
Nothing Left” and heartbroken numbers like “Forgetting You.” Working with her
frequent collaborators Tyler Johnson and Jeff Bhasker, Cam expanded her creative circle
to include Jack Antonoﬀ as well as pull in outside songs co-written by Sam Smith, Harry
Styles, and the late Tim Bergling, more famously known as Avicii.
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There’s also an undercurrent of change and transformation on The
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Otherside, something that reflects Cam’s last few years. After her debut
album Untamed came out, she left her label home at Sony Music Nashville
and found a new partner in RCA. She also gave birth to her first child in
late 2019. It’s evident in the disco-country rush of the title track or
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especially the album-closing “A Girl Like Me,” where she offers up a few
Harry Styles Explores
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lessons on the way the music industry can mess with your head — and how
she was able to keep moving forward.
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You’ve been working on The Otherside through a period of
change, including leaving your Nashville label. How much did
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the music change between that point and now?

It’s been evolving slowly, but there was never a dramatic shift or a change in content. The
process remained true to how I make music, which is like a slow build and tweak. I just
had more time to tinker. The last two [songs] came toward the end, but it was probably a
year ago, or something like that. It wasn’t like, “The album’s due, let me write a song in
July.” I felt like the album was done but when you have more time, you’re like, “Hmm,
but I could mess with this one!” You keep writing no matter what. And I’m glad I did — I
got to go up with Jack Antonoff in New York and hang out with him at Electric Ladyland
studios. You can tell why he writes with so many great people — he makes music fun. I
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hadn’t had it feel so easy before. You can hear that in “Classic,” it’s such a fun song.
Did you write that one about your experiences with your husband?
We were traveling in Argentina — [Adam] found these Lucky Strike cigarettes. He doesn’t
smoke anymore and he said, “I gotta have these, because they don’t make ‘em like this
anymore.” That seemed like such a good line, and I like to steal lines from him and give
him no credit because I joke that he gets 50 percent, because we’re married. The deeper
thing is like, who is a person that is your stone-cold classic, like, my husband —
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underneath it all they outlast all the trends. It’s light and nostalgic and it’s sort of a love
song. The last album I wasn’t married, didn’t have a kid. There’s still dark, thinkingabout-your-ex-stuff on this one, but on The Otherside you get “Classic” and “Like a
Movie.”
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I like that you’re celebrating your love, when everything this year feels so
bleak. It seems defiant in a way.

I care about/am actively
involved in environmental
issues and causes:

Thank you! [That is] my counterculture, punk streak or whatever. I don’t know if you’re
into astrology, but it’s an Aquarius thing too. But also, you just need balance. You’re not
just speaking by yourself in a vacuum. There is a joint conversation happening and a joint
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wavelength we’re all on.
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There’s so much range sonically on this album, from the title track, to the
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Eighties synth stuff, to folk-pop. Did you have any stylistic constraints when
you were writing and thinking about production?
What Tyler and Jeff and I set out to do was make a vocal album, like, this is about me
using all the colors I have to tell those stories. And where I come from is you’re trying to
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support the story with the production. Whatever that magic soup it is that you’re making
… whatever you’re doing needs to serve it up in a way that it hits people and they can
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access their own memories. If you’re playing with only so many colors or one hand
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behind your back, it feels weird to say you’re only allowed to use certain production
elements. And also my perspective is influenced by the fact that “Burning House” is a
different sounding record. It was commercially successful and different from mainstream
country. So early on it was like, go with my instincts, whatever that is. It’s more about a
songwriting truth and really nailing that with the vocals and the production than it is,
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like, “Make sure you have a banjo on each track!”
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On the subject of making a big vocal album, I hear you doing a lot of new
things with your voice on The Otherside. What did you discover about
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yourself as a singer while you were writing and recording?
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It’s just like a muscle gets stronger, physically the muscle gets stronger from having to do
so much work. I realized I can hit higher notes, louder, and also sing softer, just have
more control to be able to really sell it. That’s the main thing. Because when I’m putting
together the album, everything gets a color code, and I’m trying to get the whole
spectrum. It’s like when Mary Poppins pours her medicine and it’s different colors for the
different kids. I don’t want a full album of one sound or one type of anything, really. I
want songs that feel I’m singing to you and I’m right next to you and I want songs to feel
like I’m yelling and you’re yelling with me as you’re singing along.
How did you end up connecting with Avicii for the title track?
He came to Nashville and he wanted to write with people for his stuff. I got in the room
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with him and Hillary Lindsey and Tyler. Tim had this keyboard melody he was playing
over and over. It was so intense, actually. He was also a definite free spirit in how he’d
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put production together, but he was a very hard worker for the vision he had — he was
going to execute it. I remember being very frustrated in the session, like, “Wow, this is
very difficult. You are not putting everyone’s comfort in the room in the equation.” And
then afterwards thinking, “Wow, this is an amazing song.” I’m so glad he stuck to what he
wanted. It was a really important lesson for me. And then he released a batch of songs,
and he didn’t release that one and I was like, “Oh my God, let me have this song.”
Unfortunately, the final stuff, I didn’t get to show him because he passed away. It was a
huge responsibility to feel like I wanted to make sure I honored that creative genius who
didn’t settle. What a legacy to make other artists want to be the best versions of
themselves.

Among the other well-known names in the credits is Harry Styles, who cowrote “Changes.” How did that come to be on the album?
Tyler works with Harry on his albums, and I got to open up for Harry at the Ryman — I
joke we’re like musical neighbors. We’re all connected enough. I heard [the demo] and
was just like, “Oh, this ache to outgrow something that you don’t want to outgrow!” It felt
so good. I normally don’t take outside songs, [but] knowing how hard Harry and Sam
[Smith], too, work in their music to keep evolving and discovering themselves, I very
much trust them enough to really be open to hearing a song. Then I had to work extra
hard to make sure I made something they were proud of, because they don’t normally put
out things on other people’s albums either. A lot of good kind of high expectations were
around. And it’s still [Harry’s] whistle on that bridge.
Along with the theme of that song, change in your life — both personally and
in your career — obviously informed the making of this album. At what point
did you really start to accept what was happening?
Acceptance definitely comes at the end. When you’re in the thick of it, the blueprints that
somebody gave you for how the world’s gonna work and how your life’s gonna work,
when you really realize it’s not gonna work like that and good people are gonna do bad
things and people you don’t trust got past your instincts… It’s gonna happen and it’s
gonna continue to happen and are you just going to sit there being jaded and keep saying,
“I told you so” and not participate? … The hard part, and the most beautiful part, and the
most freeing part, is just that it isn’t what you think it is and you just have to be OK with
that. Well, you don’t have to be OK with it, but you have to keep living in spite of that.
In This Article: Avicii, Cam, Harry Styles, Jack Antonoﬀ
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